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This is a bad sewing job. It’s like you’re not even trying. What are you good at? Algebra?
No actually. I suck at math. I’m getting a D in that class right now.
Really?
Shocked?
Kinda.

You want to study political science in college? Are you even brown?
Well I really want to study filmmaking honestly. But pursuing the arts is even a bigger taboo.
You should stick to like pre-med. Or computing.
I’ll probably end up doing computing, you're right.

You’re Middle Eastern, right?
No I wouldn’t be classified as that.
You’re Arab.
No these are separate geographies with totally distinct cultures and histories. I’m from India, it’s
in a region called South Asia.
They’re like the same thing though, you’re all brown, there’s no difference.

You play video games well. For a brown person.
What do you mean?
Well it’s just like your people don’t really play video games, you’re always studying.
I mean, we have fun too like everyone else.
Maybe you’re just a special kinda brown person.

Dude how are you failing calculus, aren’t you supposed to be good at math?
Am I?
Yeah your people are like math whizzes. You’re a terrible brown person, not living up to
expectations.
I guess, but I’m just more interested in other things.

You like art?
Yeah. I like writing, making music, film, heck I enjoy public speaking which is an art form.
That stuff ain’t for you. You should just work with computers or do something in engineering.
I am working with computers. It’s just not the most interesting thing to me.

This isn’t something a brown person would do.
You’re different for a brown person.
Are you sure you want to do this as a brown person?
For a brown person, you’re pretty good at this.
Are you actually brown? You’re the whitest brown person I know.
Different for a brown person.



White for a brown person.
Actually a brown person?

Are you even brown? Because you like art. And music. And cinema. You have passion.
You suck at math.
You suck at physics.
You suck at chemistry.
You suck at the things you’re supposed to be good at. For a brown person.

What are you good at for a brown person?
Can you code?
Can you do math?
Can you do science?
Can you do physics?
Can you do accounting?
Will you be attending med school?

What are you good at for a brown person?

Brown this. Brown that.
Brown.
Brown.
Brown.
Brown.
Brown
The word starts to lose meaning.
As it should.
A construct.
A color.
Nothing more than a shade.
I can do things beyond the limits and expectations society has for my color.
What are you good at for a brown person?
What are you good at?
I am good at whatever I want to be good at.
I am more than my color.


